Map the park!

Mother Shipton’s
Cave
Geography
Key:
Toilets

KS2– Year 5 & 6

Look out...
Can you spot the stream?

Water comes from underground
and from rainfall and flows downhill towards rivers in streams.

Can you spot the weir?

Weirs help control the flow of
water. This weir was built to help
water flow through a big wheel to
power the mill. This is called
renewable energy.

Can you spot the viaduct?

This is a special bridge for trains. In
1848 it collapsed and created a dam
in the river which caused flooding
and £10,000 worth of damage!

The formation of the Cave and
Petrifying Well
The lake and spring that flow over the Petrifying
Well were formed during the last Ice Age,
12,000 years ago.

The waters of the well used to run down where
the cave is and eventually the minerals left over
thousands of years formed a huge overhang.

This overhang eventually collapsed, creating the
cave! Today the front of the Petrifying Well is
scraped regularly to prevent the same build up of
minerals and the formation of an overhang.
Can you imagine where the overhang of rock
was above the cave?!

QUESTION TIME
What is the name of the porous rock from which
huge amounts of minerals are dissolved into the
water? ......................................

Can you spot the mini bridge near
the Petrifying Well?

This area can sometimes flood...

Where does the water come from?
...................................................

Teddy bears
It takes 3 months to petrify a teddy bear!

Flooding
A river flows in a channel. The bottom of the channel is called
the bed and the sides of the channel are called the banks.
Flooding happens when it rains very heavily and there is too
much water in the river which rises and spills over the river’s
banks.

Larger porous items can take 6 to
12 months and non-porous items
can take up to 2 years!
Collect some water from the
Petrifying Well to test its mineral
content!

What can people do to prevent flooding?


..............................................................



.............................................................

A flash flood is sudden flooding and happens
when water rises very quickly because of heavy
rainfall.
Why are flash floods particularly dangerous?





..............................................................



.............................................................

The water from the stream flows into the

Petrifying Well and then into the River Nidd.


The Petrifying Well
The water travels from a natural lake
about a mile under the ground.

As it comes up to the surface, it travels along a
porous rock (lets water in) called an ’aquifer’
and huge amounts of minerals are dissolved.

The Well is very special because it can turn
things to stone!

Draw the Petrifying Well below...

The minerals in the water then turn things to
stone over time!

